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Biometric Image Discrimination Technologies (Computational Intelligence and Its Applications Series)Idea Group Publishing, 2006
Personal identification and verification both play a critical role in our society.
Today, more and more business activities and work practices are computerized. Ecommerce
applications, such as e-banking, or security applications, such as building
access, demand fast, real-time and accurate personal identification. Traditional...
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MCAD/MCSD Training Guide (70-316): Developing and Implementing Windows-Based Applications with Visual C# and Visual Studio.NETQue, 2002
The authoritative solution to passing the 70-316 exam!   
Amit Kalani is a leading authority on C#.   
Training Guides are the most effective self-study guide in the marketplace, featuring exam tips, study strategies, review exercises, case studies, practice exams, ExamGear testing software, and more. 
Subjected to rigorous technical...
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The Real Citrix CCA Exam Preparation Kit: Prepare for XenApp 5.0Syngress Publishing, 2009
The Citrix Certified Administrator (CCA) credential is the first tier of Citrix certification. The CCA is most often sought out by IT professionals whose networks employ Citrix virtualization technology, and for those IT professionals who are seeking a broad base of general network expertise. The number of CCAs is estimated at between 65 and 70K,...
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Manage Your Money and Investments with Microsoft ExcelQue, 2005
Sure you want to save money. We all do. But saving money is  sometimes easier said than done. Did you know that there is a  program probably already installed on your computer that can help  you manage your money better? It's Microsoft Excel, part of the  Microsoft Office suite. Manage Your Money and...
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Holographic ImagingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
This is a book about the three-dimensional imaging technique of holography. It covers the fundamental physical and optical principles of using diffraction to record and reconstruct images, human perception, and the history of holographic imaging with an approachable explanation of both basic and advanced holographic concepts. This authoritative...
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Ensemble Methods in Data Mining: Improving Accuracy Through Combining PredictionsMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010

	Ensemble methods have been called the most influential development in Data Mining and Machine Learning in the past decade. They combine multiple models into one usually more accurate than the best of its components. Ensembles can provide a critical boost to industrial challenges -- from investment timing to drug discovery, and fraud detection...
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Building job sites with Joomla!Packt Publishing, 2010

	This will be a step-by-step tutorial - a workbook with practical approach. The book starts by looking at the important features that make a professional job site: adding and managing jobs, jobseekers and employers, providing online recruitment services, selling credits and managing credit system, SEO to drive huge traffic to your job site,...
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Business Continuity Management: Building an Effective Incident Management PlanJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Whether an international corporation or a small business, developing and utilizing


	a Business Continuity Management (BCM) Plan protects companies and

	their personnel, facilities, materials, and activities from the broad spectrum of risks

	that face businesses and government agencies on a daily basis, whether at home or...
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Beginning PHP and MySQL E-Commerce: From Novice to Professional, Second EditionApress, 2008
Beginning PHP and MySQL E-Commerce: From Novice to Professional, Second Edition covers every step of the design and building process involved in creating powerful, extendable e–commerce web sites. Based around a real–world example involving a web site selling t–shirts, you’ll learn how to create and manage a product...
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Building a Home Security System with Raspberry PiPackt Publishing, 2015

	Build your own sophisticated modular home security system using the popular Raspberry Pi board


	About This Book

	
		This book guides you through building a complete home security system with Raspberry Pi and helps you remotely access it from a mobile device over the Internet
	
		It covers the...
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Marketing Without AdvertisingNolo, 2001
           Milton Moskowitz, co-author, 100 Best Companies to Work for in America
   There are good ideas here on every page... the nitty-gritty steps you need to—and can—take to generate sales...      

       Business Life
 ...straightforward advice on how to...
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Internet Technologies Handbook: Optimizing the IP NetworkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The Internet is an amazing communication medium. Its predecessor network, the ARPANET, was developed over three decades ago, yet many of the fundamental algorithms and protocols are still in use today. Granted, we don’t have to run these protocols on a refrigerator-sized computer; our laptop or palmtop PC will do quite well. But think of it -...
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